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Winthrop fees may rise"Love your library"
By JUDY ALSTON
TJ staff writer

The finance committee,
chaired by trustee Shelia
McMillan, approved increases
Academic fees at Winthrop in educational and general
could rise next fall depending operations fees ranging from
on how much money the col- $19 to $132 a semester.
lege receives from the
If Winthrop should get full
General Assembly. According funding from the General
to the Evening Herald, a com- Assembly, there would be no
mittee of Winthrop College academic fee increase. Accortrustees approved a range of ding to Winthrop Vice Presiacadcrr.ic fee hikes for next dent Harold Tuttle, the quesfall. The full board of trustees tion, is "How much of the foris expected to consider the mulas will they fund?" That
proposed tuition hikes April question will probably not be
27.
answered until June.

National Library Week held
By DONNA CAPPS
TJ staff writer

A slide show was also given by but the contributors were given
Chepesiuk and a presentation on an alternative to buy a book
"What Genealogists Need to plate for $15.
Winthrop celebrated National Know
about
Archives "
WCek
e e k A p n l c h e t : s i u k sa
TV,
u r .u . ,
P
'd. "There are more Library representatives ex15-20. This was Winthrop s first people who are interested in pressed that the public needs to
conservative awareness of the genealogy than there are people help libraries financially.
library services on campus. The who play Trivial Pursuit."
theme of the week was "Love
your library! Give the people the TH,,rcH,v
, ,
President Reagan wishes to
h a v e a t c d e r a l su
tools they need, and there is no
Frl o
PPort
P
limit to what they achieve."
'
K'T' ^ libraries beginning in 1986. This
pm. there was a workshop for w o u l d , e a v e t h e * s t a t e g o v e r .

National Library Week began w a s ^ o r e s e n U t i o n ^ o the ?, m e n t witl ? f,uU responsibility,
y pe ple feel t h a t libraries
in 1959. The main purpose of the " i l l oublk The ma^n
°
week is to fight against censor- fpe^kCT wasJohn Dean Collec a F C t<>0 e x p e n , s i v e * b u t t h e
ship, a big problem to libraries
j ^ .7
' „!
average cost of supporters of
today. Cases of censorship have f!°n f "K Maintenance officer libraries is about $3.50 a year.
By JEFF COLEMAN
were in attendance to help doubled since l ^ There J e from J o h n s H ^ n s University.
1J staff writer
prevent and remove any some who feel that classics such 0~n
- .. n
4L
r .
Q-(rviolators of the statute."
as Mark Twain's Huckleberru
Friday, there was a Class Carl Sagan, of Cosmos,
of 1 9 3 5 A r t s a n d C r a f t S h o w a n d s ta
es
T h e h e a l t h of o u r
Spring Fling 1985 was a sue- Webb said that a lot of Finn, J.D. Salinger's Catcher in
. .f. '.
cess according to Tom Webb, students wonder why Spring the Rye, and Ken Kesey's One l a t e r t h a t evenin K- a reception civilization, the depth of our
f o r t h e c , a s s o f 1935 T h i s c , a s s a w a r e n e s s a b o u t t h e
director of Dinkins Student Fling is not free to all Winthrop F!eu> Over the Cuckoo's Nestw a s v e r y s p e c i a l d u-r i n
underpin„
students. He reported that "a should not be censored. Another w e e k
S this nmgs fofo rour
culture and our conthe
The April 13 event went as certain budget is set aside for purpose of National Library
because on Saturday it cern
future can all be
planned, except for the in- Spring Fling" but that the Week is to encourage readine. Presented a $15,000 gift which otested
by how well we support
clement weather, but Webb ex- amount in no way covers all of
^ be used to develop a special u r libraries.
pressed that he was "pleased the expenses. The $2 cover Libraries are a changing in- Ubrary collection of books in
with the crowd." The only thing charge is used to supplement the stitution. "Today's libraries are Tar
computer science. Dean Shirley Libraries will continue
that was hampered by the assigned budget.
not just a repository and A , ulton
accepted the gift at the depending on the public in order
weather was the hot air balloon.
dispensory of books. They offer A Um n wi eLuncheon.
to keep on doing good work.
e k ,on
Webb reported that the "gusty According to Webb, the band a wide array of services to many a n d
K- people came "Visit our libraries. We would
U
winds" prevented the hot air cost is approximately $1,200, the different kinds of users, insigned P to "Buy a Book for love to have you," concluded
balloon flight from taking place, portable stage approximately eluding the handicapped, people Dacus". Books cost around $30, Chepesiuk.
600, a d
ted c u p s i n
.
.
*
, JL
P™"
isolated rural communities,
Webb said that approximately around J300; in addition to cost the disadvantaged and children
1,100 people were in attendance of the skydivers, security guar- 0f all ages," said Ron Chepesiuk,
for the annual event.
ds, tents, portable toilets, and Winthrop archivist
Card'
The event consisted of a ping several other items.
catalogs are an example of this
pong drop, a skydive by Dr. Webb expressed his gratitude change. They will soon be
John Dille' and free prizes. En- for the countless number of replaced by computers. A
tertainment was provided by students who volunteered to display of this was given last
the Brice Street Band. T-shirts assist with the event. He. says Monday from 1-8 p.m. at Dacus.
for the event were also sold and that "a lot of students don't Individuals were given the op^
are still on sale for $4. There was realize what all goes into the portunity to actually use a comalso an ultra light flight with making of such an event."
puter instead of the card catalog.
Webb as a passenger.
"Students volunteered to help
* *Webb said that the new with I J), checks, beer sales, A reception for best-selling 'v
drinking age presented no security checks, and other minor author Frances Statham was
noticeable difference in atten- but essential duties such as the held Monday at 6:30 in Johnson
dance or in beer sales. Webb ex- placement of tents the night Hall. The nationally known
plained that the purpose of the before and the cleanup process writer gave a lecture on
event is "to have a good time" after the event," Webb con- "Writing a romance novel as a
within the realms of the law. He tinued.
stepping stone to the bestsays that as far as he knows Webb also sent his ap- seller's list." She also talked
there were "very few violators" preciation out to all of the about her goals and tips on how
of the alcohol and drinking leas, students and faculty who atten- to write.
(Left to right): Author Frances Patton Statham »nH
Webb stated that, "Alcohol ded Spring Fling '85 to help The Winthrop Archives Open Dean of Library Services Larry Mitlin during National Library
Beverage Control (ABC) officials make it a success.
House was Wednesday, April 17. Week April 15,1985. (Photo by Joel Nichols)

Spring Fling a success
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Newsbriefs
S. C. Peach Festival Pageant
Applications are now being accepted for the open pageants
for the South Carolina Peach Festival Pageant and the Miss
Peach Blossom Pageant during the South Carolina Peach
Festival scheduled this year for July 12 through 21. The
pageant events will be July 18 through 20.
Applications must be received prior to June 22. Contestants
must be 17 by September 1 and no older than 25. Each application must be accompanied by $100 entry fee and two
black and white photos. Contestants will be judged on interview, talent, swimsuit and evening gown.
For applications or more information write Gaffney Jaycees,
P.O. Box 1112, Gaffney, S.C. 29340 or call 489-6036.

National Security Agency
The National Security Agency will come to Winthrop on
April 23 to recruit sophomores and juniors for summer jobs for
this summer. Students must be math or computer science
majors. 3.0 GPR is preferred. Contact placement office for further details-2141. Also open for coop students if meet
criterion.

Human Sexuality seminar
Mr. David Bennett of the Winthrop College Health and
Physical Education Department in conjunction with Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity will sponsor a 3-night human sexuality
seminar program. The seminars will cover various topics and
include guest speakers and a student panel. The dates are set
for April 23,24 and 25 at 8 p.m. in Dinkins Room 221.

Gamma Kappa Chapter
The Gamma Kappa Chapter of Delta Omicron, an international music fraternity with chapters in the U.S. and the
Orient, was installed at Winthrop College on March 31,1985.
Twenty-four music majors and minors were initiated. The officers are Karen Edwards- president, Kathy Strickland- first
vice president, Melody Morrison- second vice president, Angie
Williamson- treasurer, Donna Hayden- chaplain, Janine Parnell- music director, Kim Kilcreas- publicity chairman, Emily
Duke- warden, Laurie Swinson- historian, Sharon Thompsonchapter advisor, Edna Franklin- faculty sponsor.
Other members are Christy Collins, Buttons Coulter, Andrea Cook, Glenda Green, Judy Huber, Debra Kahler, Kim
Miller, Michel! Hughes, Tara Piantanida, Becky Turpin, Lynn
White, and Lori Nash.

Scholarship winner
Congratulations to Tammy Knox who won the Alpha Kappa
Psi key and scholarship awards. Tammy is a computer science
majorfromRock Hill and is graduating in April.

Theta Sigma Chapter
The Brothers of the Theta Sigma Chapter of the Pi Kappa
Alpha Fraternity proudly announce their newly initiated
brothers: Chip Anderson, Larry Baker, Steven Clayton, Jeff
Cregger, Greg Faulkenbury, Phillip Hardee, Billy Joye, Janne
Larsson, Doug Marriott, Jim McCammon, Richard Parris,
Scott Welch, Craig Wilkinson and Barry Newkirk.
Congratulations and welcome.

By JEFF COLEMAN
TJ staff writer
Wintbrop's Art Department recently received accreditation by the National
Association of Schools of Art
and Design {NASAD).
NASAD is the only accredited agency sanctioned
by the Department of Education of Art.
According to Wade E.
Hobgood, chairman of Winthrop'* Art Department, "the
department becomes the first
in the state to be bestowed
with such a honor, and is one
of only two in both
Carolinas." East Carolina
University has the only accredited department in North
Carolina. There are only approximately 100 colleges and
universities in the United
States with accredited Art
Departments.
Hobgood calls the honor
"pretty significant" as far as
quality and achievement are
concerned. He says that the
honor is actually a reflection
of the college as a whole.
He reports that the accreditation was given on the

of "the quality of the
a r t program...faculty...
facilities, the relationship that
the department has with the
other schools on the campus,
and the quality of the exhibition schedule. The entire campus was scrutinized,"
Hobgood said.
The accreditation process
actually began under Edmund Lewandowski, retired
former chairman of the
department during the
1983-84 school year. According to Hobgood, a committee
from NASAD was given a
"self-study" of the department and the college prior to
their "on campus" evaluation.
The visit lasted approximately two days. The department
received official word of the
accreditation on April 1,1985.
Hobgood feels that by
becoming accredited, "the
recognition will be noticed by
the general public and invite
more serious art students to
apply to Winthrop, not to say
that the students now are
lacking, but that a larger

number will hopefully be
attracted."
He explain* that the honor
shold make it "easier for art
students to go to graduate
school, as well aa guarantee
them a certain quality of
expertise."
Hobgood also reports that
NASD advised the department to acquire more art
slides and to increase the
number of books in the
library concerning art.
According to a recent
NASAD handbook, a few of
the aims and objective* of the
association are to "assure
students and parents that accredited art and design programs provide competent
teachers, adequate plant and
equipment and sound curricula, and are capable of attaining their stated objectives," and to "establish a national forum to stimulate the
understanding and acceptance of the education, in the
creative arts in higher education in the U.S."
Hobgood reports that the
accreditation is good for up to
five years, in which a new
evaluation will be made.

Alumni Weekend held
By JUDY ALSTON
TJ staff writer

long time and it gets bigger the part of the alumni."
every year." The Student The Alumni Association
Alumni Council was also in- began planning this event in
Winthrop College held its an- volved in the program. The February.
nual Alumni Weekend April 19- students did everything from Members of the Alumni
21.
escorting and hosting to Association Executive Board
Winthrop Alumni whose decorating Byrnes Auditorium. served as general host ahd
graduating class ended in "0" or
hospitality personnel for the
"5" celebrated individual The weekend began on Friday weekend.
reunions. The Alumni had a at 2 p.m. with registration in
chance to see the changes on Tillman Hall.
Curran said,
campus and the new and "This is in exciting time because Actress Rose "Andie" Macongoing renovations.
people came back for the first Dowell, a Winthrop alumnus
According to the Director of time in years." She also went on from the Class of 1980, spoke
Alumni Relations,
Martie to say that "the fact that 800 and also made a special apCurran, "Alumni Weekend has people came showed a renewed pearance at the showing of her
been going on for a very, very interest in Winthrop College on movie "Greystoke".

Co-op presents banquet
By JULIE THOMAS
TJ staff writer
The Coop banquet, sponsored by the Cooperative
Education Program at Winthrop, will be held in
McBryde Wednesday, April
24 at 6 p.m.
In the past, the program
only featured presentations
by students. This year,
however, a dinner will be included as well. The group is

headed by John McCall, a
designer on campus, whose
students are involved with
renovations on campus.
The student presentations
will be given by Susan Heffnew, a computer science major, working for IBM in
Charlotte; Cameron Malcom,
a Fashion Merchandising major working for Belk stores in
Charlotte; and Jody Brown, a
communications major working in the Public Information

Office on campus.
The banquet will be given
for the students and their advisors who participated in the
co-op program. These
students were allowed to invite other students and prospective employers who
might be interested in the
program.
The Coop Faculty Member
Award and the Employer of
the Year Award will also be
awarded at the banquet.
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A
dream housechairs,comes
true
By KIM ODOM
tables, rugs and even
Special to TJ

plants from all over the
United States. "You have to
Who would buy a chair that just look for bargains and add
you can t sit in, or a stove that pieces of furniture. I have colwon't cook,
or even a lected furniture all the way
piano that will not play a from Washington, D.C. to
single note.
Knoxville, Tennessee." The
Apparently many people bigger pieces of furniture get
across the United States have to be more expensive but colfound out that such a pur- lectors of doll house furniture
chase is not as silly as it have learned to hunt for
sounds. Doll house furniture bargains and wait for the
collectors have begun flock- sales the same as any other
ing to stores, fairs, and auc- homeowner.
tions everywhere to furnish Many auctions are now
their mini-houses.
held at regular furniture aucThese collectors claim that tions for doll house furniture
furnishing a doll house can be too. Many fairs and craft
even more fun and even more shows have begun to have
time consuming than fur- displays of peoples' doll
nishing your own home. One houses, and there is a big
local student from Winthrop trade at many of these. This
College has been collecting hobby seems to be growing
for her doll house since she everyday.
was 13 years old.
When one house is filled
Becky Hamilton from Col- up, many begin decorating
umbia began her doll house another one, maybe in an encollection seven years ago tirely different style. "I plan
and is still furnishing her to finish this one in a couple
same house. "My neighbors of years. After I finish this
had a large four room doll one I am planning on purchashouse that they had filled full ing a larger one and then I
of furniture; they wanted a will have a guest house and a
larger house so they put the real house."
one they had up for sale. I Hamilton's dream piece of furbought this house from them niture is a piano with real
empty for fifty dollars," said ivory keys and a piano stool
Hamilton.
with a real velvet seat. When
Many houses can be bought I get these I will feel that I
or built at a fairly low cost, have one of the most imporOthers can be bought for hun- tant pieces of furniture for
dreds or even thousands of my house. Then I can begin
dollars. For the amateur and working on another one," she
beginners such as Becky you said.
hunt for the bargains and Hamilton also enjoys buying
even make pieces on your decorations for different
own
seasons and holidays for her
People of all ages are mak- miniature collection. "I have
ing a hobby out of furnishing miniature Easter baskets and
doll houses. Stores are popp- also a Christmas tree with all
ing up all over the country to the decorations. I made handsell doll house furniture and wrapped packages to fit
furnishings. Anything from under the tree," Hamilton said,
the kitchen sink to the plants
This hobby can really be inhanging over it can be bought teresting and is enjoyed by
for doll houses. Hamilton has many peole. For more inforrugs out of cross-stitch and mation on doll house furweaving for her house. She niture and doll house collecbought a kitchen stove for her ting simply contact one of
very first piece of furniture, your local toy stores. Tourist
"Since I wanted to furnish my towns such as Myrtle Beach,
doll house with Victorian fur- Gatlinburg, and New Orleans
niture with accents including are all great hunting grounds
a few antiques, I got an anti- for the miniature collector,
que looking black wood stove Small shops also are loaded
as my first piece of furniture." with many things for these
Hamilton has collected lamps, houses.

*ATTENTION*
Smurf, Ripples 1 & 2, Cat Man & P.H.H. (Big Bird), You guys have made
life bearable for us. Don't let it go to your head! We'll never forget: our
night in R & A's room, that awesome basketball game, Jim's, sneak attack, Thursday's, Money, library, cafe', and the fashion-show. Even
though all of you pick on us a lot-we love you guys. You all are very
special people. Maybe one day we can all get it together! Take care this
summer! We'll miss y'all! How 'bout seven on five? "O.T.E."
Love,
Healthy 1 & 2, Cat Woman, Boom-Boom,
Blondie 1 & 2, and Shorty!

Librarians hear it all from A to Z
By KIM ODOM
TJ staff writer

ever thought up," Estes said. My would they want a book on Indog chewed it up is one of the dia?" she said. A number of
most frequently used. There books also get dropped into the
There had always been a must be a dog in every dorm bottomless overnight drop. "We
rumor that one of the most that feeds on books daily. If you seem to lose about ten or twenty
boring jobs someone could have do not believe that one either, books a year through that monwould have to be a librarian. You how about "Well they were in ster. What a shame."
work in a place where it is the bathroom and the toilet "We also have a number of
always quiet and where most of overflowed onto them, so I am slack workers in the library that
the people who come into the having to let them dry." "This is forget to put the due date
Library are usually not in there one that we had not heard sticker in the books, but yet
to have a party. These people before; it caught us off guard." there is always a small worn
are tired, pressured for time or »A large number of people looking place or a small tear on
simply m a bad mood just seemed to have left their books the back page where it should
because they have to be there. i n their illegally parked cars, have been put.
One librarian from the Win- which had been towed. They One of the best excuses ever
throp College Library however, assured us though that when received turned out later to be
seems to feel that working in the they got their car back they true. "This excuse was so weird
library isn t quite as bad as would have the books for us. we knew that it could not have
everyone makes it out to be.
And we can't leave out the mean possibly been a lie," laughed
Lon Estes, a senior elementary 0ld roommate who hates you and Estes.
education major, has some really hides your books from you. One student came up with this
bizzare stories about the Win- There are a number of these on story. "My mother was taking
throp Library. Out of all the campus everyday. There also my books back, and she thought
jobs that I have to do in the seem to be a large number of. they came from the Charlotte
library I would have to say that house fires and area floods that library instead of Winthrop's.
the most interesting and the tend to ruin a large number of Before I found this out and went
most entertaining thing about books every year. Of course, all to get them back, the other
my job is listening to the crazy Df these are good excuses but for library had closed up because of
excuses that college students some reason they seem to hap- asbestos hazards. This topped
can give us concerning their pen all too often."
them all but like the story goes,
overdue books "
Now, we cannot forget the "The truth can sometimes be
We have had excuses that people who "never checked out unbelievable." We found this out
are sometimes so bizarre that that book on India." They are in two months later when the
we cannot see how they were fashion merchandising, "Why library was reopened.

Model UN. promotes interdependent world
By LISA BUIE
TJ editor

students and 65 college students "I'm glad there is such an inparticipated.
terest in the U.N. It gave me the
opportunity to discuss how
Star Wars, the Union Carbide Lesley Wilkerson, UN China stands on issues. I hope
disaster in India, and the Secretariat member, and Xu students will go home and tell
Iranian/Iraqi war were several Luigen, diplomat from the everyone that the U.N. is a good
important issues discussed at People's Republic of China, and useful organization, and we
Winthrop's tenth annual Model visited and talked with students should all try to strengthen it."
about the UN.
United Nations.
At the end of the session,
According to Secretariat
awards were given to high
member Ashley Byrd, Win- "I work primarily with schools and college delegates.
throp's conference is realistic. decolonization. I think we need Irmo High School, representing
the U.N. to help prevent conflict Panama, won the Winthrop Cupbefore it starts. The Model U.N. the most prestigious high school
"The conference really in- teaches students that it is a award.
spired me. We follow closely the complex, interdependent world, College delegates receiving
rules of the real U.N. We've sent and the problems of one country
were Nigel Vidale, Cuba;
delegations to Harvard and are the problems of all," Wilker- awards
Mark Wood, the USSR; Hutch
Princeton, and ours is more son said.
Moore, Czechoslovakia; Van
realistic," Byrd said.
Luigen added that he was ex- Norton, Zaire; Linda Dey, India;
Three hundred high school cited about Winthrop's U.N.
and Bob Masela, Turkey.

Annual dinner honors students
By BRYAN ROBERTSON
TJ assistant news editor

The annual Winthrop
College Honors and Awards
Dinner was held Wednesday,
April 17, in McBryde
Cafeteria.
Presiding
over
the
ceremonies was Dr. Michael
Smith, Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Dean of
the Faculty. The address was

given by Dr. Anthony J. Mann presented Winthrop
Lerro, the 1984 Distinguished College Awards. Cathy
Professor.
Cooper who received the
Following the dinner, Dr. "Fred K. and Ruby HippwerSmith acknowledged studen- ts Scholarship Fund", comts who have been on the mented, "I'm very honored to
President's List and the have received the award. I
Dean's List for the past two was shocked!"
semesters. Afterwards, the
dean of each department anE n t e r t a i n m e n t was
nounced the recipients of provided by the Winthrop
scholarships and awards. Ja22 Ensemble under the
Both
Smith and Dean Jeff direction of David Franklin.

Encounter with Public Safety
Let's be careful
By MONNIE WHITSON
TJ news editor

By LISA BUIE
TJ editor

Its 2 a.m. on a Friday night. The air is warm and humid,
fcmpty shells of tall classroom buildings loom over grey
sidewalks. Behind the hedge, he crouches in wait for the next
coed walking home alone. Don't be that student!
It used to be that students were relatively carefree. They
took solitary midnight strolls, slept in unlocked rooms, and left
keys on top of door ledges. After all they thought, rapes and
assaults only happen to other people, and isn't it Public
oafety s responsibility to protect students?
Although Chief Williams and his officers make every effort
to assure students, faculty and staff of a safe and secure environment, they are only human. Even if someone were
assigned to each student 24 hours a day, accidents would
inevitably occur.
This is why it is up to students to use good judgment and
caution-especially at night. Students should look out for each
other. Use the buddy system. Always travel in groups. If you
need to go out at night, ask a friend to accompany you. The
saying "Friends don't let friends drive drunk" also holds true
for Friends don't let friends walk alone."
If all else fails, call Public Safety. Although they should not
be used as a taxi service, they would rather send an officer to
come get you if you really need it than have to send someone to
investigate because the worst happened. Students should also
keep their doors locked and take keys with them. Keeping
them above the door may make it more convenient for you or
your roommate, but it could also make it easier for an unwelcome intruder to get inside. When someone knocks, make
sure that it s someone you know before you open the door. And
don t open the door for strangers.
Night clerks do the very best they can to keep residence
hal s safe, but with so many entrances, it is often a difficult
tosk. Tney can t do it all by themselves. They need students'
nelp.
With the recent outbreak of violence on campus-cranes
throwing bricks, sexual assaults and strangers roaming the
halls, students have begun to take some preventive measures.
It is extremely unfortunate that it takes incidents such as
these to make people aware of their own safety.
Although this editorial is not intended to make students
afraid of their own shadows, it is being written to urge them to
use caution and common sense to help prevent violence. Let's
be careful out there. The Johnsonian cares about you!

Last Wednesday at 11:30 p.m. while my roommate and I were diligently studying we
suddenly had a milkshake attack and decided to run out to Burger King and fulfill our needs On
returmng to "the Pit" we discovered no available parking spaces*" Well - I guess w e l l T a l a r i !
at Dinkins again! , my roommate commented, "but let's go by public safety and ask if thev would
follow «* over there and then give us a ride back to the dorm* So-we drove topubUc S t y ^ d
S a i d a n officCT
retrieve us in a fevTminutes!1 0 U r W1She9 ' A f t e r W e d e S C r i b e d 0 U r ^
W C n P 1 ing
drive at
i " !
Dinkins, however, our reliable motor vehicle jolted, puttered
anA
nl£°kfTlast
before ascending to the big car lot in the sky. Then withiJ a fewseco^ds

1 9 7 T T U ^ ^ t i C w ; t t u l 8 4 t s 5 r t d a n d C0 ° ti ° Ue<110 " a i t f ° r ^ t W ° S t U d M t S " t h = i r
I was becoming a little disturbed and my roo.umate got this real mean look in her eyes I decided
£ ? £ r t ° t hUer °i0 frlmC e r ^ ^ a n d v o c a l i z e °ur P^blem. "Hi - you were supposed to p k ^ s up and
un at m
tU| /
' but our car broke down as we were pulling in." I said casually He stared
ook on
hut T IK® ^l t 5S * ^ e y e S " a n f o ra na et rmu pc tky ,ma
bis face. Then I continued, "Well we could tow it
S
t°° ^
^
' ybe we could push it to the side or
tUrned
e and
sarcastically w e U w h a t d0
Z u U t " "U^uh wplf' Z
M K P,
"
'
you want J to do
and tike a l^ok at itT
^
° r s o m e t h i n * " 1 re P ,ied - "O^y, let me pull around
Kn,g S t ° r y f l l o r t ' w e

w ere
J

P r e "y upset about the whole occurrence. We felt

2«S'SS'"-*

preciation but emphasized that hrdir^L'em'tocaVe^^uUh^iSion55'''1'''

-JTPMS

S reSSed

r

aP
'
"
u s a few com

with public safety. It is by no means a vindictive attack™?*! J*
of our experience
1
-jecjate^you being here - but I wish the officer would have ^ S e m p ^ 1"
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The English language is silly
By MARK WOOD
TJ contributing editor

"
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While walking out in front of Sims building one night last week, I noticed a very interesting sign.
The sign said Stop for Pedestrians in Crosswalk." It amazed me to discover that the officials at this
fine school would ever express their animosity in such a blatant way. With this one simple little
sign, Winthrop College has declared open season on Jay-walkers! When you get right down to it,
this s i p actually does imply that one needn't stop for those students not in the crosswalk. But I'm
sure that wasn't the intended purpose of the sign.
Actually this little sign is just another example of how silly the English language is. Ours is
probably the only language in which a person can say one thing, and one hundred other people can
interpret it one hundred different ways. Not only that, but what we say often makes no real sense at
all; yet other people understand us. How many times have you heard someone say, "It's the same
difference? This phrase has always bothered me because how can two things that are different be
the same? Yet this phrase is used to imply that two or more things are basically alike. Or how about
this classic: T m going to pick up a few things at the store." Now just imagine what might happen if
you had a foreign guest staying in your house and you asked him to "go down to the store and pick
up a few things." What is this guy going to do? Is he going to go to the store and "pick up" the
things, stand there awhile, and put them back? Or is he going to go in and take what he wants and
leave without paying for them? It's beyond me!
The English language also sports many more common expression. How many times have you
heard someone say that they were going to "catch a plane"? Now the very thought of catching such
a tremendous vehicle is nothing short of absurd. Or how about all of those people who tell you to
"get on the bus"? Well, thank you folks, but personally I prefer to get "in" the bus. And one of my
all-time favorites is the word "Hysterectomy." Now to my knowledge this operation has never been
performed on a man, so I'm strongly in favor of changing this word from hysterectomy to
Aersterectomy." Well, that's rational, isn't it?
Can you imagine what the world would be like if we all began doing exactly what we were told?
Maybe if you had something that belonged to your roommate he or she might say "Put that up!"
Imagine how silly you would look holding whatever you had high in the air. Or what if your mother
told you to call Aunt Edna on the phone. You'd look pretty stupid standing on the phone and yelline
"I think it's great."
"Aunt Edna!" at the top of your lungs.
Jeannette Anderson,
All of these examples seem pretty stupid, I know. But there is one example left that tops them all.
senior
How many of you out there have ever written one of your friends or relatives a letter? Well, you
may call it a letter, but it's actually a whole bunch of letters. I have a friend who once complained
because I didn't send her a "letter". Well soon after that I cut out a capital "A" and put it in an envelope and sent it to her. (Needless to say, she wasn't amused in the least.)
I guess what I'm trying to say is this. We English speaking people are really a strange bunch. We
catch planes, we get on buses, and we write letters, but at least we don't run over students who
aren't in the crosswalks!

Letters to the editor

By RANDY GREEN
"What do you think about
Steve Vacendak being appointed athletic director?"

"I think it will present a good
change
for
Winthrop
athletics."
Eddie Crim,
freshman

"From what I've read, seems
like he'll be a big asset to
grow. As a kid I romped and (maybe today) while walking
Winthrop."
climbed trees despite the cam- homefromclass, I noticed a slew
Jim Koterba,
pus authorities, and later in of white benches in President
sophomore
Dear Editor,
adolescence I often sat alone Lader's backyard. On closer
We would like to express our pondering adulthood and other examination, I realized that the
thanks to the Winthrop Greeks teenage thoughts-especially in missing green benches had been
for a delightful Greek Week, to the springtime.
cunningly painted white.
the Residence Hall Association As the years passed, I came to Several of them displayed small
for a marvelous RHA Week and appreciate Winthrop's campus green specks where the white
to the Dinkins Student Union for as a sort of sanctuary with its paint had chipped off.
another successful Spring Fling. dogwoods and azaleas, and its In stoic disbelief I counted
All of us are very proud to be benches to take it all in from. TWELVE benches right in Mr.
associated with all of you.
Yes, until about a year or two Lader's back yard! I then walked From what I've heard, I
ago, the campus was dotted with all the way around campus to believe a lot will be accomJeff Mann
green benches for the students see how many benches were on plished by his appointment."
Billy Little,
Ethel Craven
or whoever else cared to use the public part of campus and
sophomore
Cristina Grabiel
them. Unfortunately though, there were-you guessed it-none.
Cynthia Cassens
they seem to have disappeared Admittingly, the President
Katherine Thomas
so that anyone wanting to sit and his men by all means deserT.O.Webb Jr.
around on campus has to sit on ve to have several, or even half
Sally G. Burnside
the ground with the ants, of the campus' benches, but it
chiggers,
and other un- seems evident that the 3000
Frankie Griffin
desirables.
studeafr^asants (including
Now that it's getting warm myself) should also be able to
outside again, it would be really have a decent place to sit,
1
M0
nice to be able to lounge around especially considering that
"I hope that he does more for
on campus studying, leg- tuition has risen 40% in the last
athletics and takes care of all
watching or whatever, but four years.
the sports teams."
without the benches it is just not Hopefully this editorial will be
Dear Editor,
Bryan Cripps,
Having lived very near Win- very convenient to do so. Bum- taken
with
lighthearted
freshman
throp's campus for most of my mer. Anyway, you may ask seriousness.
' * .
22 years, I have grown ac- yourself as i did, "I wonder what
customed to the beauty, grace, happened to all of those benWith all mutual sincerity,
and charm of our campus as a ches?" Well, the other day
•
Kelly Robert Bristow
place to walk, sit, study and

Thanks

Benches

i£

Good night:

Baseball team ranked seventh

But not good-bye

By JEFF RUBLE
TJ staff writer

ByROBERTJOLLY
TJ managing editor

That's right kids, time to say good night, good-bye, later on,
and bon voyage! Yes, 'Bob' Jolly's dissertation on this sports
page must draw its final conclusion.
ft has been a long year, though a great one athletically. I'm
thankful I was able to contribute to our athletic cause. Laurie
Ann, the ball's in your court now. So serve it up to us, and don't
hold nothm back.
Laurie Ann, one of my most faithful writers (sorry Biff), will
take over this most honorable position (choke)! Laurie Ann
congratulations and good luck; I know you'll do a great job!
A
^ a
year in fbe histcry tf Winthrcp athletics.
Athletics. We saw a champion soccer team, a new volleyball
coach and a fabulous team, a number one ranked softball team,
and top ranked baseball. We saw golf and cross country come
to Winthrop for the first time, and we saw wrestling come.. .
(well that s another story). We've seen several new positions
created, including our new Lady Eagle basketball coach (great
year too!), our new Sports Information Director, and last but
not least our new Athletic Director. Even if you forget all this,
g e had somethi
n g substantial to say to NAIA
and NCAA opponents this year; and that is that we are united
and just a little bit rude. Greeks, faculty, and other students
pulled together to form our rough and rowdy 'rude crew'
Believe me, we were heard well.
What does all this add up to? The class of an NCAA school is

Irh

"ft

,t; we got our foot in the door

of the

being pro bab
™
' y t h e s i n « l e biggest accomplishJ
l
ment Winthrop made this year as we strived to achieve our
best.
Before I depart I've got to say ore more thing; I'm proud as
tell of our fans, athletes, coaches, and program as a whole.
We ye established ourselves, now the rest is easy. Though I
won t be here to urge students to go to games anymore, I
doubt we 11 need it; I will continue to keep the Eagle pace hot
across the pages of The Johnsonian.

Turning over a new leaf

ByLA(JSI£ ANNDEOES
TJ sports editor

Has it been two years since I walked into The Johnsonian
C n
* £ h? ^ 1
do know
what an RJBZ is now and am it be that I've picked up on the
finer points of Nield Gordon's basketball strategy? Have I
progressed that much that they've made me sports editor? I
guess Ifinallyscored somewhere!!
I'm really excited about this job and the one person who I
thank isRobert Jolly. He's been the one who's pretty much encouraged me when I really didn't want to do it! And he's the
a
5 ^ e d 8,1 m y s t u P i d questions like "What's an
and Who the hell is Pat Sasa?" Well, I've overcome
those little problems. Thank you Robert!
So, with those problems solved and how that I have my own
desk and Biff Hutch" as my assistant sports editor I'm
prepared to give you the students the best and most accurate
•ports coverage possible.
•J»* I !LF k n w o r k
***
*«* new athletic direcAnd if I run into problems Robert Jdlly

I

April 22
May 2-4
April 22
April 23
April 26
April 27
April 28

*****

Elagle Events
Baptist College
Big South Conf. Toura.
USC-Aiken
Win gate
Erskine
UNC-Asheville
Old Timers Classic

Charleston 2:30
Augusta TBA
Home 3:00
Home 3:00
Home 3:00
Home 3.-00
Asheville 2:00
Hotne2K)0

The Winthrop Eagle baseball
team, ranked seventh in the nation, is playing extremely well
down the stretch and the team
is aiming high as tournament
rolls around.

the pitching staff are doing a
great job and Scott Gaines, Art
Inabinet and Jeff Dodig are all
hitting well plus Jimmy Malseed
is coming out of a slump."
Malseed has also broken the
single-season home run record
with eleven round trippers.

stated, "We've always had good
support and it's really made a
big difference. I encourage
everyone to come out and support the team, especially since it
is getting warm."

All this success has led to high
expectations with the Big South
The Eagles, playing almost Turbeville feels that the Tournament approaching. Turevery day, are presently 33-7. toughest problem for the team beville feels that the Big South
This past Saturday on the road, lately has been road games. "We Tournament will probably come
Winthrop defeated USC-Aiken, don't have priority registration, down to Winthrop, UNCcurrently ranked fourth in the so we have players in and out of Asheville and the host team,
nation, by a tight score of 54. afternoon classes, accumulating Campbell College, vying for the
The team followed this perfor- a lot of absences. Last week we title. Turbeville stated, "I think
mance with a 15-1 shelacking of had a road game and several we are approaching the switch
players showed up late, while
Morris College.
another group had to leave ear- to N.C.A.A. classification in a
ly. It's hard to win when you positive way, and I am excited
we are going to be comThe amount of success this can't get the whole team that
peting at a higher level."
season has been quite unex- together."
pected. Head Coach Horace
Turbeville reflected, "At the Despite the Eagles' problems
start of the season I considered with home games, the team has The key match ups for the
this a rebulding year, but the still had a strong overall perfor- rest of the season should be the
young players have come mance, largely because of district games and the tourthrough so well that we've won trememdous sucess in home naments. The District Six toura lot of games that we weren't games. The Eagles hold a nament is May 3-5 at Riley Park
expected to win." Turbeville phenomenal 25 game winning m Sumter, S.C. and the Big
cited several players for their streak at home, partly because South tournament is May 13-15
Campbell College in Buies
fine play. "The young guys on of great fan support. Turbeville at
Creek, N.C.

Runners practice year round
By TODD HUTCHINSON
TJ sports writer
Cross country season is over,
but according to Coach Charlie
Bowers the team is still working
hard and recruiting is underway.

sition," said Bowers.
"He should come in and give
us immediate help next year. He
has tremendous potential and he
could be a conference champ by
the time he leaves Winthrop. He
might be that one man who
could put the team over the top
in our bid for a team championship," said Bowers of Fearn's
potenti;.!.

Holliday, Janie Jackson, Kristin
Kennedy, and Sandy Stafford
are all working hard toward
next season. Bowers added,
"They're working for a conference championship. Next
year the conference tournament
will be in Rock Hill and we will
also have the Winthrop Invitational."

Winthrop has signed one
more runner to add to the team.
Eric Fearn, a cross country/track runner from Mauldin,
has signed to run for the Eagles. As far as other recruits
Fearn brings an impressive high Bowers
said things are goine Besides Bowers the Eagle
school record to Winthrop. Last slow. "It's too early in the track runners have gained valuable
year he finished 2nd in the state season to have an idea of what coaching from assistant Coach
in cross country while earning Kind of recruits we will get Glenn Sparrow. Sparrow, a forAll-State and All-Region honors. Because we don't have a track mer All-American at North
Coach Bowers feels Fearn will program we have to concentrate Carolina, has many promising
add immediate help to the on
getting "pure" distance run- things to say about his first year
Eagles. Bowers said, "Eric ners. By that I mean people who of coaching. "This year has been
comes to Winthrop from a will run cross-country in the fall a good learning experience for
quality program at Mauldin. His and road races in the sprinjr." me. Coach Bowers has been a
team ended the season as state said Bowers on further big influence on me and the runchamps and his coacB', Delmar recruiting.
Bowers also added ners have put a lot of work and
Howell, has a good reputation things are slow in women's pride into running this season,"
for putting out good distance recruiting but said he is in touch said Sparrow.
runners."
with several prospects in the
t-arohnas.
After
attending
an
Though high school runs 3
established program at UNC,
miles and college runs 5 Bowers
feels it should be no problem for As far as the team Bowers Sparrow had this to say about
Fearn. "Eric has been running said they have all been working Winthrop's first season, "It was
fairly well organized. A good
plenty of 10 kilometer races (6.2
Payne
- Katerba
Richard foundation was layed down for
re Jim
miles) and he shouldn't have any
Sny?° '
. next year and future years to
problems making the tran- n
Hill Riddle, John Elmuse, Denise come."
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Nurse James retires after 25 years

Fraternit

v houses offer...

the same time. Then the real
TJ
Gatling left Winthrop because left her with a severe speech im- Speciai
battle begins when three
she really wanted to work in a pediment. "I went to the Human
showers are in use at the same
L
large hospital," James said. Gatl- Development Center here on .
®n thfeo au r^t h tohfe y a*6 nestled time, and the "Showeree's begin
Approximately 25 years ago, ing moved to the northern part campus, and they had to teach i n .
residential to jockey for position with the
Anne S. James who is present- of North Carolina to work in a me how to talk again "
neighborhoods
they
are hot water and shower pressure,
ly Supervisor of Nurses in the hospital there, where she later
relentlessly overlooked by the Sounds bellow out from
Crawford Health Center came to married. For a while, the clinic
° ' 'he month club. And in underneath the bathroom door
Winthrop College in the midst of operated with contracted doc- «T u J
.
^ t r u t ' 1 a PP e a r to resemble that Billy Graham would appall,
o f h e l p from m y b e c h
the 1959 influenza epidemic. Dr. tors. Dr. William Bartles from t
? resorts or used car dealer- Sometimes these houses are
my
Miriam Albertson asked Nurse Monroe, N.C. who worked with
husband, daughter, ships. But in reality, they are the mistaken for places of study.
James to assist her staff for a emergency rooms in five areas
v"!8' . s h e recaUe<1 - fraternity houses located around And believe it or not more can
couple of weeks until the was responsible for providing a J
* help, she was able to the outer banks of the college. usually be accomplished in the
epidemic was under control, doctor every day for three or . " r nei. , w omr ko n10t J a n u a r y 1983 A typical day in one of these houses, than the gossipy
However, after the epidemic Dr. four hours. Two of the doctors
• 5,
h s after the mini-motels is one that even building called a library. The onAlbertson asked Nurse James if that worked during that time se"®Vs.~lness* ^ a " i e s daughter, Tommy Newsom (of the NBC's ly problems encountered with
she would like to stay on staff to were Dr. Garnett Sneed and Dr. i . . , f graduate, is the tonight show's orchestra) could this task are the hours at which
replace another nurse who was Hughes who is now working in {/ i n c i P a I o f a n Army school in find humor in.
they are performed. The recomretiring. "I told her I'd love to the Emergency Room in the Germanyp a swhere
she has been
mended times usually fall in bett
work with the students because hospital in Chester.
,j
eleven years. Her _ It starts net with the pleasant scund w e e n happy hour and late night,
son w
I think they are wonderful."
Then, Dalton who wanted a ?!
ho started at the, of Rice Knspies, but the ever after the SEVEN-ELEVEN
full-time position, came along. University of South Carolina familiar echoing of alarm clocks, crowd has gone to bed. Weekend
At the time Crawford was "He was here for two years and S ° graduated from Winthrop which vary in pitch from studying is usually prohibited in
not a clinic It wls an enti^ *** charge of the whole thing ***** h a v '"g been drafted and Catawba Nuclear warning all houses, along with missing
hospital and all rooms on both as Chief Physician," James said.
m Jwfv Tfc r * c h ^ j " n g a s w ?^ t specials because of minor events
By FEUCIA DIXON
special to IJ

BY CHIP CALL AH AM

JSJzrjrrwSESJz&

—-•

of Margaret Nance dormitory 03016 to Winthrop in September h .
'
J AnH th?
mid-afternoon. p r e tty common occurrence and
UT
was briK used to b T the
"She is young and will be *"*
.""f
" ! r e » ' b l e ' U PP l n * sometime, lead to unexpected
students who had the flu."
excellent for the students," two are part time. Her most uni- noticed. Of course Tome s u r p r j s e s ' s u c h 4 8 joyriding in
Wa8
JL™?r - J,meSStatedque e , p K Z W j Z S Z L h o u s e h o l d m e m ^ e i t u ^ ^ n ^ to mysterious wa,ceeded by Dr. Johnson. Dr.
"carmg for two students who themselves to be the giver of thevsav "ne^r arfullm r l l r
Johnson was a good doctor, but
Every doctor was different had spinal meningitis. That was "morning cheer" and prefer that
never a dull moment,
she had personal problems. She and nice to work with, it was when Dr. Albertson was here everyone should rise with them.
*11 m•
n frat *_ .
started the drug room here for nice to get the clinic because we and we took care of them here So they wake the whole .
^ u
' ernal
the students, said James, got to interview and talk with on campus," she said.
household up with not, "Wake nouseholds could be classified as
However, Johnson was only at the students more." From 1976 Now afer 25 years, Nurse Up Little Suzie", but "Born in experimental living at its best.
Winthrop for about two or three until 1981 when Dalton came, James is turning over her the USA," with Bruce Springs- T h e m f6m r u l e s i n t h e s e houses
years. Next, Dr. Bea Gatling James was in charge of the en- responsibility to someone else, steen and the East Street Band
rj" ,,number
one, "there are
a d rule
came to Winthrop. "She had a tire clinic. "I had a lot of ad- On May 3, 1985, she will retire cranked on eight
"J T®*
"
number two,
1
genuine interest in the students, ministrative duties," James said, along with her husband Probreak rule number one",
Ut a m 0 n
a U t h e adve
and she started the birth control Three years ago on April 22, fessor John James of the Th* initi.l
?u
?
'
rsity
pill program, James stated. James had a heart attack and a History Department here at I n
if » u wakmg up they somehow maintain sanity
s
e r wa
M
One afternoon each week, Gatl- stroke. "I was in the hospital Winthrop. When asked what J u ? , !
,
, ™ • d actually get along with each
ing would only see students in- here (Rock Hill) for a week, then their retirement plans are #
* m a S S anP j 10 .
other. As far as coping goes, the
terested in contraception.
they sent me to Charlotte where James replied, "We're gonna' v e™
P damonium, word obviously originated in
r
c a u s e of s o r a e
In 1976, the hospital was I had two by-pass open heart travel and do.whatever we want ^
strange coinci- these homes. But experimental,
reduced to a clinic. At that time, surgery," she said. The stroke to do."
dence everyone has a class at "oh yes".

Winthrop's Greeks celebrate \
ByTOMSTEARNS
u stall writer

Extra measures were taken to peted in Simon Says, the Egg
eliminate the possibility of Toss, Dizzy Lizzy, the Water
arguments that have arisen Relay, Crazy Course and the
Winthrop College fraternities during past years."
Tug of War. Sigma Phi Epsilon
and sonmties celebrated "Greek Monday night, April 8, a was the overall winner among
week April 8-12. Special events "Greek Sing" competition was fraternities, with Pi Kappa
took place to promote Greek held. The winning fraternities Alpha a close second. Among
ieuowsiup.
were Pi Kappa Alpha and Kappa sororities, Zeta Tau Alpha was
oristma Grabiel, assistant Alpha, and Delta Sigma Theta the overall winner, with Chi
fan of students, was in charge and Zeta Phi Beta won for the Omega placing second.
of the week's festivities. "I think sororities.
the students did an excellent job Tuesday, April 9, was Jersey On Thursday night, a banquet
carrying a very difficult task and Day. Tuesday also featured an was held in the cafeteria in
1 was extremely pleased," open house for all the fraternity which awards were presented to
Grabiel said. Georgeanne Pratt, and sorority houses.
the winners of the competitions
Terry Grayson, Tammy Knox, Wednesday, April 10 was for both the week and the year.
Lane Bembenek, Randy Bagley, Display Day. Organizations set Awards were also given to the
Tiwana Gladman, and Andre up booths in Dinkins Student best advisors. The winners were
Isaac assisted Grabiel during the Union to present themselves to Kappa Alpha's Jim Johnston
We k
the
f ' J«
Public, allowing interested and Delta Sigma Theta's Cyni G e o r g e a n n e parties to learn about their thiaRoddey.
*fatt, the staff met occasionally organizations.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
Thursda
Greek Week At
*\ ^
" f ? a t u r e d £ h i ?® e * a « and Delta Zeta' Delta Sigma Theta and Zeta Phi Beta, winners of women's
#.
b £ w to rat thin or* S K I
"•?
Greek Games. Sorontiesreceived awards for Greek sing, gettileaudience involved Monday night (TJ photo
oegan to get things together. Fraternities and sororities com- highest GPR
by Georgeanne Pratt)
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Lady DJ wings it National College News
BySTO^NffiilANNJNG

Supreme Court helps campus gays

After a hard day at Monday them."
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)- students, may be the first buildings only if no other stuclasses most student* call it a Another program to remem- G a y students
around the coun- university to respond to the dent group wants to use them,
day, but not Cheminne Taylor, a bar is one in which Taylor and try got m o r e ,egal help last week Supreme Court's action.
At SMU, the gay student
in
21-year-old
senior from Marcia Noisette were working fighting colleges that won't University lawyer Pat Camp-group-its membership down
Meadows of Dan, Va. At 8 pan. together and were terribly recognize their clubs.
bell says if reports of the more than 50 percent since last
she transforms from student to bored because no listeners were By refusing to intervene, U.S. Supreme Court's ruling are cor-year- has decided to drop its
disc jockey with the flip of a calling in requests, which Supreme Court justices let rect, the university will battle
for
full-fledged
switch. Taylor is the disc jockey usually makes the nightmore in- stand a federal appeals court rul- withdraw its objections to recognition.
in
for the Winthrop College radio teresting for the disc jockey. g that Texas A&M Universi- recognition of the local gay stu- "Everyone was tired of the
station, WCRO, on 640 AM, Noisette and Taylor began ty's refusal to recognize a stu- dent group.
conflict and confrontation," says
every Monday nightfrom6 until choosing phone numbers ran- d e n t m group constitutes un- Campbell still rejects the faculty advisor Campbell Read
10-.30 p.m. Being a disc jockey is domly out of the student direct constitutional discrimination.
group's claim to punitive of the recognition battle waged
not as easy as it sounds, accor- tory, calling the student and The ruling, issued last year, damagesfromthe school.
last year before the student
was the
ding to Taylor, "There is no telling them they had won a free a
fourth of its kind from Both Levi and Sweeney ex- government and the school's
preparation for the program - request, what would they like to federal appeals court.
pect they'll have to keep fighting board of governors.
you just wing it. You do not get hear. "We had to quit in an hour Combined with similar rulings to gain recognition on other "The members feel very much
to write the program out -just because so many listeners JSegan by the Florida and Oklahoma campuses.
down as a result of all the hostiliad lib the entire program. You calling in. We had the be« time; supreme courts in 1982, gay ac- "It's been an issue over and ty," Read says.
have to figure out what you are we got so busy; the request bo* Ovists believe they now have over again in so many jurisdic- The SMU group is keeping its
going to say and concentrate." wasfilledand we had to stay on the legal weapons to force ad- tions," Levi says.
eye on the litigation involving
Taylor has been the disc the air an extra half hour to ministrators to recognize their "We have 10 years of legal Georgetown, where school adjockey for WCRO on Monday finish playing all the requests, groups as bona fide student precedents, all on our side, but ministrators argue the school's
nights since last August She ob- It's so much fun when people call groups.
that doesn't mean that people affiliation with the Catholic
tained the position by submit- and we get feedback."
"We consider this settled are going to toe the line," Church exempts it from the reting a demonstration tape to be
.
law," says Tim Sweeney, direc-Sweeney adds.
quirement that it recognize the
auditioned by Buddy Fields. The Another night Bancroft An- tor of the Lambda Legal and "It's still not an easy battle, campus gay organization.
tape consisted of shortened *** * n d Richardson got into a Educational Defense Fund.
but it's easier than it used to The gay group contends that,
on
segments of what one would be S ^W ,
*he ^ sending m- Jeff Levi, acting director of be," he says.
because the school receives
required to do on a program,
^ re3u^,ts» th f. National. Gay Task Force, Georgetown, Texas Tech and federal funds, it should be resuch as introducing the song, «*ck and forth, It wasawfulf
called the Supreme Court ruling Southern Methodist universities quired to recognize them. The
playing the song, giving the 1 1 , 8 entire staff of disc "a positive development."
are among the institutions which case is pending before the D.C.
ys c
SI8t
campus news, weather, etc. . . . i°™® . ®?
of M>ckey "It underscores the free refuse to grant student gay Circuit Court of Appeals.
"For the program you have to do «»*>«» (station manager), Deb association rights of gay people, groups rights given other stu- Many legal experts consider
everything yourself, there is no ^ensnaw, Marcia Noisette, whether in the general public or dent organizations.
the Georgetown case an impornews anchor or weatherman to
fom Starnes, Scott on campus," he says.
At those schools, gay groups tant test of private college
do it for you," Taylor explained.
j""* S u s a n , S ^ l t V 4 8 T , e x a s T , ech . w h i c h was sued either are required to meet off rights to regulate sponsored stuThe station obtains the news t h e s t a fute*
Evey stiadept onpearlier this year by gay campus, or can use campus
dent activities.
{
F
releases from the Winthrop
^ graduate in April,

»-»—-T— g r s w c s Frat slide and close on campuses

—
academic year. To audition for M T M / V P XTTk
„, L .,
.
The disc jockey chooses the the position, you must have
... <CPS)-While reports. "In the past two years year, but Dan Dauehterv of
sor
music only when there are no completed Communication 3 4 5 th® Vu n t r y a r e fjnties
membership has been very low, p e n n State's Pi Kappf Pslsavs
requests. The request line (No. and be a b l e t o work for the
® °?
" U }° a n d i t s been edging down for y e a rly m e m b e r s h i p "a S™
aci y
8661118 to
the
2130) is open all night long and station for the entire academic g01n
P b[u s'.t s o m e
**
P a s t five or six years."
a n d take. We were UD last vear
every request is year. Any interested parties
g
cunpjises.
"Everyone else, frats and m o r e than we're down this
oin
played. The students do get paid may contact Buddy Fields at , ?
observers predict the sororities
are
gaining y e a r "
for their work yet no credit 2130 for an audition. Your s t l l l l s o l a t e d gre ek activity, poin- members," laments Tim Ross of
t o c an in
hours are given. The station is demonstration tape can be made
" g g student at- Sigma Tau Gamma, MSC's re- At the IJnivpr«i+v
financ,al
aid woes as
on the air from 4*0 p.m. until in the campus radio station, but
E t e r n i t y . "We're Minnesota-MinneS
1:30 a.nu with a taped broadcast arrangements must be made I? ,
...
rushing or the first three of four however some house's n»nnrt
during the time before and after with Fields
first
But others say it s wrong to weeks of the quarter, but the at- membership droos of ^s m u T L
the disc jockey. The station Taylor, also a member of t h a t t h e a efcduW8
'."ld
titude is so poor on campus."
15 p e r ^ n t ^ t o tenhousS
phrase is, "Turn us on and we'll Alpha Epsilon Rho (National I,y h . n tf f c t e d ^ m Po un s etof s,mt hP"
Ross blames
the decline on "a have closed in t £ t
W
e cha
a
turnyouon."
Broadcasting Honor Society).
^
nge in ttitude from Greek
*
After listening to Taylor on would like to go into television g^^th trend yet.
life," and what students
the air, it is obvious that she has but explains "this job has given Aa t pl, i n N° t SJ?te aC ° , l e g e ; {o\ perceive as the high financial UM's large commuter oonulaputa Jot of work into her job. A me some experience in broad- ** ™ ®i « S»g« Tau closed cost of joining up.
tion accounts for some
the
a l re 80 ns
good example of this is evident casting which will definitely help
* o r , f i n aen 5J
? u ' w . J t s a strong system," adds decline, says Alpha Tau Omega
J
frat
and t h r e e M l k e
m her program aired the night of in the future. Broadcasting is a
£
?"
,
Fries of Psi Upsilon at member Pat Teaire "but therms
the Grammy Awards. Taylor very competitive
field."
sororities- with a total member- Wesleyan University, "but the just a lack of interest"
s p
had a television set tuned to the SGA President Rick Moore is
students - left on composition of the school is
awards in an adjoining room so pushing for the switch to FM
,
changing. There's less interest While more than 80 percent of
that as each awaad was announ- wWeh will encourage more MSU used to host three frats in greeks."
UM's 42,000 students live off
and four
eed she would play the award- listeners within Rock Hill, and
sororities.
Wesleyan greek membership campus, the college currently
winning song on the air so the not just the students on campus me In my years here, Ive seen declined in 1082, but has re-houses 27 groups.
listeners had immediate results because the signal will be clear mberships as high as 80 in bounded since houses began
from the Grammy Awards. To with a better frequency. Up*™.up" r . ecaU ? G a r n e t Cox, stretching out rush periods.
"The idea of legacy, recruiting
fill the time in between the win- coming President Brett Smith A. n8 t " 8 ® nts '
Nebraska greeks also prolong- (alumni) children, grandchildren,
ners, Taylor played songs from will continue the fight Consider
™ e r of other colleges- ed the rush period and changed cousins, hasn't worked well latethe previous winners and held WCRO when flipping from several branches of the Univer- eligibility rules to reverse a ft. though we're starting to push
trivia contests with the students station to station on the radio.
Minnesota and Penn membership decline several that again," Beta Theta Pi
about past Grammy shows. Fall Bash tickets were given
. ' a ™. n g o t h * r s * ^ . " e years ago, reports Rachel member Guy Purvis explains.
eein
Creativity is obvious in Taylor's away last semester-so, not only ^ f,
P°Pulations Jensen of the Interfraternity "And the reputations don't
programs. "J really try to work is WCRO a great station, but it „" d l e somewhat.
Council in Lincoln.
mean as much. Perhaps the kids
at getting a larger audience. The pays to listen as well.
ureek participation is down Membership at Alabama, Cor- in high school juot aren't inexcept for two houses, Cox nell and Penn State slid this terested in greek life."

I

Personal Messages
_ Congratulations to our new totally

obnoxious

P.rh

v.:.....

Improveyour
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By VIOLETTA WESTON
TJ staff writer

study skats

concentrate
study mate, you can conce
on facts you don't know and this
will enable you to do better on

of you. Love, Robin and Angie. wildest bunch that has ever Cristi & F ^ i S S ^
With two weeks left in the
To mv L i t t l e Sisfpr i i „ P U
the campus of Winthrop P., Nancy G., Tammy K., on
Never cram for tests, take
to my Liittle b i s t e r Lisa, College. I don t know, but, I just beine new little sisters of PiKa semester, you may think it's too
late to improve your study l"No-Doz", or live on a coffee-only
h d 1 e our f u n n e s t y e a r s f my We iove y u p i Ka
a A, ha
i
?
r
f
°
°
pp
p
habits. According to Dee diet. This will almost always inDelta Zeta. Love your Big Sis We. I love you guys. Love. Fraternity!
Hamilton, student counselor at sure poor performance on tests.
Wools.
Winthrop's Counseling Center,
"Before taking a test, give
"It's almost never too late. The yourself some positive reinforceto\^ntefnaSUonalTrai^
^ L a f u J i e . A n n - w e r e y ° u i n the b e s t g i r l s i n t ^ ^ o r W ? T r i d a R ! best thing to do though, is to ment," says Hamilton. "Don't
^ n s o r i n g the Winthrop Cup ^ 0 r n o t ? ^
^ R a b i n F start good study habits at the dwell on 'how much you should
beginning of the semester."
have studied.' A good attitude
T K E ? M ^ K E H f o r ^ 4 0 f T h r i s t i e ' L a u r i e A n n **& hey! Shannon H., Kim B., Kim A., and
"The most common problems helps during a test," she added.
S ^ d a f d ^ ^
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity!
s t u d e n t s have a r e time- When taking a test, look it
keg!
To 5
*h floor Wofford-Just call To the ladies of Sigma Sigma management and test-taking over before you do anything. Do
skills," said Hamilton. "Setting what you know first, do what
g a n g ! But H e
To Stenh Pin
Q.,™ w
• T16 1 •?
» y . Sigma, thanks for the award and up a weekly schedule will help you are somewhat familiar with
» lJfVi K in v M e T g ° n g 0 t lt 0 U t ! F , n a U y ! ! ! L a u r i e Ann I love you, Daren P.
raise a little hell! Yeah! Love
s t u d e n t s organize time for second, and do the most difficult
You All, Jan.
Susan S.-Your understanding, Tricia Reyland- you are one of recreation, studying, work, etc.," parts last. Manage your time so
Tn- Paio-o Ann Qi
sense of humor, energy and un- the best friends I have and I'm she added. Hamilton suggests, that you can check your test
D
To. Paige Ann, Sleeze, Bean, faltering dedication has been an sure as hell going to miss vou " s t a r t early, it makes a before turning it in.
For more information on imLonmne, Smash, Chaka, Janay, inspiration to us all. In regard to n »vt umoet T
T\_
T» difference."
Candace, and Deb. Only fate your note-you re still l i r s t o n m y
semester. Love you Daren P. Research has shown, the proving your study habits stop
average college students' atten- by the Counseling Center in
could have been responsible for phone list. We miss you- but hey
tnat such an alcoholic gthere
whoh semester in B o b b y J o l l y - p r o f e s s i o n a l tion span is approximately fifty Crawford Building between 8:30
seeingg that
i b e ' ss still a whole
minutes. When you study, study a.m. and 5:00 p.m. or call no.
crew lived together this long. PIKA together! JD
wrestling is a fake! and I'm sorry
Don't be a stranger Love, Lou.
for as long as possible, then take
that your mother's name is Lola
a five minute physical break,
Falana! Daren Phillips
such as walking, then resume
Andrea E. What a Formal!! I had To James D.-You're a swell
a great time! You and your brother! Love, Laurie Ann
To Sugar Bear-You owe me studying. Also, when you study,
get rid of any problems or stress
sisters really know how to party$15!!! You know who.
until later.
but I wonder about those awar- To the Sisters of Zeta Tau
ds!?! P.S. Did you get the ad- Alpha, Crown Ball was great. New Pi Kappa Alpha Little Other tips that will help durdress of the D J . ? Love JD
Congrats to the new initiates. I S i s t e r s - C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s and ing exam week and following
semesters are exercising, eating
love all of you! George
welcome!!! We love you all. J D
right, and getting plenty of
sleep. It also helps to study with 10-9 M-Sat
To the Queen of the Party Trouble-Buddy, you're great. I
Rock Hill Mall
Animals- Paige Ann Nichols, try smurf you. George.
Traci, Happy 21st! Love ya, Fitz another student. By having a 366-6139
to get out of here before they
thev
name a building after you! Lou. J. f Suzy-Jo, and J u - Y o u ' r e
TDK, Maxell, Memorex
"
GREAT. Love your Big Sis.
and Fuji Blank Audio
To Sleeze, Lons, Petunia,
and Video Tape
Vera , Smash, Lou, Jan, Deb Attention: Greek Week Steering
in Slock Now at
and Candace. How did I end up Committee, you all did a great
with all you wild and sometimes job. Georgeanne.
The Record Cellar

Music Videos
Now in Stock
at the
Record Cellar

YOU DESERVE
AN OFFICE
WITH A VIEW.
AND A FUTURE.
For Winthrop University students, there's
a lot to see from the cabin of an Eastern
Airlines 757. There's the excitement and
variety of over 140 cities in more than 20
countries. There's the pride and professional«m of one of the world's largest airlines.
And most importantly, there's a real careei
path with advancement opportunities into
airline management. And it's all yours to
see as an Eastern Airlines Flight Attendant.
Eastern is anxious to share their view of the
world with you. If you take pride in your

appearance, have strong communication
skills and get along well with others, open
your eyes to these career positions with
Eastern We offer good starting salaries, excellent benefits, plenty of time off. and travel
privileges for you and your family.
There's a great view and a great future waiting
for vou at Eastern To find out more, fin
out the attached coupon and send it in.

Next
Door

LONGEST HAPPY HOUR IN
ROCK HILL!!

10-9 M-Sat.
366-6139

Rock Hill Mall
SHOWS DAILY
7:00-9:00

A Nigh mare on Elm Street (R)
Thure. All Seats $2.00

WINTHROP... THIS ONE S FOR YOU!
SHOWS DAILY
7:00-9:00
~
(PG13)
Desperately Seeking Susan
Thurs. All Seats $2.00

EASTERN

"team our wings every day-

. No. Are you 21 years of age or older?
. No. Are you 5'2" or taller without shoes (weight in proportion to height)?
. No. Is your uncorrected vision 20/200 or better?
. No. Are you a high school graduate (or equivalent)?
. No. Are you a
U.S. citizen or
registered alien?
NO
" to'Eastern S f t R S f l ? V ° U h a V C S u b m i t t e d
. No. Aie you willing to accept relocation?
City nearest you served by Eastern
;
If you've answered "yes" to all the above questions and would like to be considered for one of
our initial screening sessions, please enclose non-refundable $10.00 processing fee Make vour
check or money order payable to: Eastern Airlines Flight Attendant Recruiting. Do not send cash

A
SP^SH.
PR*K
APRILBW
49
only *
Other Earring*

A Company of Wolves (R)
3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15
Police Academy 2 (PG13)
3:15^15-7:15-9*5
Moving Violations (PG13)
3:10-5:10-7:10-9:15
Cats Eye (PG13)
3:10-5:10-7:10-9:15

Home Phone (
City
NOTE. Due consideration will be given to waiving the processing fee for those whose questionnaire
is accompanied by a written explanation of need.
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
WU

Winthrop Students
$3.00 With WCID
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One test where only
you know the scora

Sheet Music
Now Available
At
The Record
Cellar

(Check One)

Yes

No

• •

Do you want to be the
only one who knows
when you use an early
pregnancy test?

•

•

Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?

•

•

Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry it with you and
read it in private?

•

•

And how about a simple,
one-step test with a dramatic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

10-9 M-Sat.
366*139

checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PLUS is for
you. Use it, and only you
will know your test score.

GOT BEACH FEVER?
(WHEN FINALS ARE OVER
[JOIN YOUR FRIENDS AT1
THE BEACH!
FOR $11.00 PER PERSON, PER NIGHT, PLUS

SALES TAX, 4 NIGHT MINIMUM, RASED ON OC)CUPANCY OF 4, INCLUDES FULL KITCHEN,
V ? ? ? k A C R O S 8 FROM OCEAN, 1 AND 2 ROOM
UNITS.
1

ST. CHARLES I N N MOTEL
OCEAN DRIVE SECTION
NORTH MYRTLE REACH, SC

Worn Needles
Ruin Records
Replace yours at
The Record Cellar
10-9 M-Sat.
366-6139

Rock Hill Mall

Rock Hill Mall

Compact Discs
Now Available
at
The Record Cellar
10-9 M^at
366-6139

Rock Hill Mall

There's no
doubt you're going
to make it m
the real world,
but what
about your car?

|

RESERVE NOW!
803-272-6748

Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have
MOO for graduating seniors toward the
purchase of selected cars and trucks.
Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors.
Offers end August 15,1985. For more information call Ford Colleqe Graduate
Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.
Cah anytime for your books batwaan / / \
10am-12pm&1pmto5pm //+J\
Monday - Friday
W 7 \

FORD • LINCOLN • MERCURY
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$ 1 OFF ON ANY

Winthrop College Students
ONE TIME ONLY SPECIAL

Regular Price

$8.69 LP OR TAPE

Coupon and Winthrop ID.
Must Be PresentedBEFORE Purchase

*

THE RECORD CELLAR

for

Void after April 27 (Limit 2per customer)
10-9 MSaL
Rock HiU Mall

6900

1 Year Membership

APRIL 22 IN TILLMAN

Call Now For Appointment

AT 9 PM
S1WCID $2 GUESTS

Spa f °La
Cherry Road
Beaiy Mall

nock Hill. sr.

3244030

Offer Good Only April 22-25,1985

Spa Fitness
Center
359 Park Avenue
Rock Hill, SC

324-5291

SAVE 10% ON

WINTHROP
WEDNESDAYS
If you're a Winthrop College student or faculty
member, Wednesday is your day at Long John
Silvers. Simply present your Winthrop I.D.—
and we'll take 10% off your check!
2 4 2 7 Cherry Rd., Rockhill

Pi Kappa Phi
presents

Spring Bash III
Wed. April 24
Silver Dollar Saloon

LONGJOHN]

SILVERS J

[SEAFOOD SHOPPES^

Free Draft
9-12
$2 Cover
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"CLINIQUE PRIVILEGES" IS YOUR
GIFT WITH ANY CLINIQUE PURCHASE
OF 7.50 OR MORE
Don't delay,
your latest
CNnique bonus is
here...
"Oinique Privileges."
Five privileged
ways to help
you make the best
of your good looks:
Dramatically Different
Moisturizing Lotion,
7th-Day Scrub
Cream, Special
Hand and Body Lotion,
Rhubarb Poppy
Lipstick, Pewter EyeShading Pencil. Each
in small, perfect-fortravel sizes. Allergy
tested, 100%
fragrance free. One
bonus per customer.

c5#*S
Rock Hill Mall: Shop Mon.-Sat., 10 AM-9 PM
Rock Hill, SC
Charge it 5 ways: Belk, Visa, Master Card, American Express, Choice

